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1.0 INTRODUCTION
The results of the analysis of the Rendezvous Radar Test Flight Data
from the White Sands Missile Range is presented in this report. A summary
table is presented for quick reference. Correlation, as much as possible,
was made with the White Sands Missile Range flight notes and RCA's "quick
look analysis" in judging all data that was found out of specifications.
This was particularly true in looking at range rate and range data where
much of the data out of specification was caused by low transponder AGC
and transponder "drop-out".
The overall performance of the Rendezvous Radar based on review of the
White Sands Missile Range PEARL Flight Tests is very good. Most of the
anomalies were caused by environmental phenomena such a multipath, antenna
initial designation errors causing off boresight tracking, low transponder
AGC and transponder "drop-out". A very small percentage of total data
recorded contained anomalies which could possibly be attributed to the
Rendezvous Radar.
The multipath phenomenon is covered in detail and the derivation of
the period and amplitude of oscillation due to multipath is presented in
the Appendix. Also presented in the Appendix is the application of the
multipath phenomenon to the lunar mission, along with signal-to-noise
versus range curves for additional reference.
w.:
t2.0 GENERAL DISCUSSION OF RENDEZVOUS RADAR PEARL FLIGHT TESTS
The objective of the Rendezvous Radar (RR) PEARL Flight Tests was to
evaluate the performance of the RR under flight conditions similar to
those anticipated during the lunar mission, To realize this objective RR
Antenna Assembly No. 7, RR Electronics Assembly No. 9, and Transponder
No. 10 were tested at the White Sands Missile Range (WSMR) .
t
2.1 PEARL CONFIGURATION
The flight test data wer,
on a partio full-scale model
test site designated as PEARL
Axis was to the north and the
simulation of overhead passes
directly overhead.
a collected with the Rendezvous Radar mounted
of the LM. The model was located at the
at WSMR. The +Z LM Spacecraft Coordinate
LM model was pitched up *30 0 to facilitate
during lunar stay without actually tracking
2.2 FLIGHT PROFILES
AW
IV The 'transponder was mounted aboard both a T-33 jet aircraft and an
SH-3A helicopter. The flight paths shown in Figures 2-1 through 2-4 were
flown to simulate different operating conditions.
North and south profiles exercised the shaft independent of the
trunnion. East and west flights  independently evaluated trunnion perfor-
mance. Diagonal and circular patterns demonstrated the ,combined perfor-
mances of shaft and trunnion.
The L- and H-profile tests were conducted in RR Mode II or lunar stay
configuration.
The one B-profile test, RR-94B, was flown at close range using the
SH-3A helicopter to simulate LM final rendezvous. RR-94B was run in
Mode II also because the helicopter was hovering above the PEARL site. All
other profiles were conducted in RR Mode I or rendezvous configuration.
Figures 2-1 through 2-4 contain maps of the various profiles flown.
Figure 2-1 shows the X, S, L, and H profiles.
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Figure 2-2 contains the AA, W, Z, T, and Y profiles.
Figure 2-3 gives the E and B profiles.
Figure 2-4 shows the N-profile, a long range profile used to evaluate
the RR performance at maximum range and low elevation angles.
2.3 PARAMETERS MEASURED
The four parameters measured at WSMR during the RR PEARL tests were
shaft angle, trunnion angle, range rate, and range. These parameters were
measured by the RR and compared to similar measurements by either the WSMR
Cinetheodolite optical measuring network or the WSMR AN/FPS-16 C-Band
pulse radar. The error in the RR measurement of the four parameters was
calculated by comparing the RR data to the reference Cinetheodolite or
AN/FPS-16 data. After smoothing, these error values were plotted as a
function of time for each flight and presented in WSMR National Range Data
Reports.
2.4 DATA ANALYSIS PROCEDURE
Upon receipt of these reports, the error versus time curves were con-
verted to error versus range curves by TRW for analysis purposes. For each
flight the error curves for the parameters of shaft, trunnion, range rate
and range error were compared with the Rendezvous Radar Specification
(Table 2-1). Abnormal data (data out of specification) was reviewed and
compared with White Sands Missile Range test flight notes [1] and RCA's
"quick look analysis" [31 to isolate abnormal data that was subject to
testing irregularities. Data exhibiting the multipath phenomenon was
grouped together comparing period and amplitude of oscillation. In addi-
tion, data found not to be tracking on boresight was grouped together.
Oddities in the measured parameters, such as range bit jitter, were inves-
tigated even though they were within specification.
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3.0 RESULTS OF RENDEZVOUS RADAR TEST ANALYSIS
The results of the Rendezvous Radar PEARL Flight Tests Analysis is
presented in this section. The anomalies involving shaft, trunnion, range
rate and range are reviewed in detail. The multipath phenomenon, off
boresight tracking and the cause of low transponder AGC and transponder
"drop-out" are presented.
3.1 SUMMARY OF RESULTS
Table 3-1 summarizes the results of the Rendezvous Radar Test Flight
Series data analysis. The first column lists the flight number and profile
along with the number of passes, in parenthesis, flown for that particular
flight number and profile. In addition the flight tests of the same type
of profile are grouped together. The maps of the profile types have been
presented in Section 2.3.
t`
The next four columns summarize the data that was found to be out of
specification. A number found in these columns denotes that for that
particular pass number of that flight number and profile,the parameter where
the pass number is located is greater than the specified bias or three sigma
	 h,
value for the Rendezvous Radar.
The probable cause of the abnormal data is listed  as a group in the
next four columns. The "Multipath Effect" column lists, by rows, the
abnormal data that exhibited the pronounced characteristics of the multi-
path phenomenon. It will be shown later how the multipath phenomenon was
evaluated. The letters S and T found in this column refer to the shaft
and trunnion respectively. These were previously designated in the shaft
and trunnion columns of the Abnormal Data group. The notation of an S or
T with the pass number, enclosed by parenthesis,denotes that pass was with-
in specification but also exhibited multipath.
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The column labeled "Off 6oresight Tracking" summarizes all passes
where the Rendezvous Radar was tracking off boresight. This will be
discussed further in the next section. The column labeled "Transponder
Low AGC and Drop-Outs" shows the abnormal data that is believed to be
caused by the transponder having a low AGC or dropping out of lock. The
letters RR and R found in this column denote Range Rate and Range respec-
tively with their corresponding pass numbers. Again, the passes noted
here were previously noted in the "Abnormal Data" group of this table.
The column labeled  "Comments" lists  the remainder of the abnormal
data not falling into the classification of the preceeding three columns.
This column will also be expounded upon in greater detail in the next two
sections of this report. The last column of Table 3-1 specifies the amount
of added range simulation used for each flight test series. In order to
simulate longer ranges, an attenuator was placed in the R.F. line between
the Transponder Antenna A.ssembly and the Electronics Assembly, and a phase
shifter (Special Range Simulator) was inserted at the Rendezvous Radar to
shift the phase of the incoming signal.
3.2 SHAFT AND TRUNNION
The shaft and trunnion data found to be out of specification and noted
in Table 3-1 were analyzed and the probable causes listed in the Table. In
order to evaluate data where multi path is suspected it was necessary to
calculate the period and amplitude of the oscillation of the Rendezvous
Radar Antenna. This oscillation in the antenna tracking occurs because
the antenna tracks a composite phase front formed by the combination of a
direct signal (direct path from Transponder to Rendezvous Radar) and a
reflected signal (indirect path from Transponder to Rendezvous Radar by
reflection from the ground). As the Transponder position changes, the
phase relationship between the direct and indirect signal changes and the
phase front characteristics change. 	 In the case of the Rendezvous Radar
PEARL flight tests, the change of the Transponder position was nearly
uniform in the direction of flight, thus causing the phase front to vary
in a cyclic fashion	 This causes the Rendezvous Radar to track in an
oscillating motion which is evidenced in recorded data of certain flights.
The derivations and geometry involved in predicting the multipath phenom-
enon are presented in the Appendix.
11
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The period of oscillation due to multipath can be calculated by
IV
t
At
nz2r (h t + Ae cD) v
Figure 3-1 shows examples of multipath taken from the recorded data.
Table 3-2 shows a comparison between measured periods of oscillation and
calculated periods of oscillation due to multipath for several flights
and profiles. This table shows the close agreement between measured and
calculated periods of oscillation.
The amplitude of shaft oscillation due to multipath can be determined
from curve (c) shown in Figure 3-2. This curve applies primarily to the
region where the elevation angle (a) is equal to or greater than the beam-
width of the receiving antenna ('> 3.3 0 for Rendezvous Radar). Curve (c)
fits very closely the Rendezvous Radar data for angles less than the beam-
width. An exact expression for the maximum boresight error due to multi-
path for all angles is presented in the Appendix. Figure 3-2 also shows
the amount of bias introduced by the multipath phenomenon. A further
comparison of measured and calculated amplitude of oscillation due to
multipath is shown in Table 3-3.
The passes noted in the "Multipath Effect" column of Table 3-1 were
judged to be out of specification due to the multipath phenomenon after
comparing their oscillatory nature with the two above criteria of period
and amplitude.
The passes noted under "Off Boresight Tracking" in Table 3-1, with
the exception of pass 2 of flight 94-B, are mapped on Figure 3-3, and
represent cases where tracking in side lobe regions occurred. Pass 2 of
flight 94-B was initially tracking off boresight, but was redesignated to
on boresight tracking for the remainder of the flight. The map boundaries
and lock-points were obtained from September's Radar Integration Meeting
Notes [4]. This information was supplied by Grumman Aircraft Engineering
Corporation. The original map also indicated the four outer lock points
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Figure 3-1.	 Examples of Multipath Taken From Recorded Data
of the Rendezvous Radar WSMR Tests
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Table 3-2. Comparison of Measured and Calculated Period of
Oscillation Due to MvItipath for Rendezvous Radar
PEARL Test Flights
r
^ I
Measured
	
Calculated
Flight
	
Period of
	
Period of
Number
	
Range	 Oscillations
	
Oscillations
RR-	 (Ft.)	 (SEC)	 (SEC)
54N, Pass 1	 830,000	 58	 58.0
81N. Pass 3	 891,000	 45	 44.5
81N, Pass 4
	
547,000	 22	 21.5
r
	 54N, Pass 3	 290,000	 11	 11.3
81N, Pass 5	 305,500	 7.5	 7.55
59T, Pass 5	 44,200	 3.8
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Measured
Amplitude Calculated
Flight of Shaft
Amplitude of Shaft
Oscillation (MR)
Number
RR-
Range
(Ft.)
Oscillations
(MR) B.W.)2(p^--	 l	 p=.6)
54N, Pass 1 8309000 +111 +9
81N, Pass 3 8919000 +10 +8.5
81N,	 Pass 4 547,000 + 5 +5.2
64N, Pass 3 2909000 + 4.8 +3.2
81N, Pass 5 3059500 + 4 +3.0
59T, Pass 5 449200 + 1.4 +1.2
Table 3-3. Comparison of Measured and Calculated Amplitude
of Oscillation Due to Multipath for Rendezvous
Radar PEARL T: ,st Flights (Boresight Error)
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Figure 3-3. Map of Rendezvous Radar WSMR Test Flights
Exhibiting Off Boresight Tracking
a
were stable lock points if the path loss was less than 87 db or the
separation between Rendezvous Radar and Transponder was less than 30
nautical miles. In addition, the Rendezvous Radar would slew into the
lock point represented in each of the five zones shown from any point in
the zone when auto track was enabled. The asterisk above the flight
number-profile -pass indicates those flights where no range simul a ,w,)r was
used. All other flights mapped would have at least an eighty nautical
mile ru^ige simulator and according to the above mentioned criteria would
not experience stable side lobe locks at the outer lock positions indicated
in Figure 3.3. Flights 65N-3 and 68N-3 are long profile flights and their
separation is also much greater than 30 nautical miles. Therefore, the
only flights that should experience side lobe lock-up based on the 30
nautical mile criterion are 94B-1, 94B-3, and 94B-4. In each of these
cases the Rendezvous Radar Antenna was driven away, not into, the nearest
lock point. For this particular flight profile, the attitude of the
helicopter was changing significantly and may have aggravated the tracking.
The profiles that appear to be at a fairly stable lock in the vicinity
of a side lobe lock point are outside the 30 nautical mile minimum range.
This may imply that the received signal strength is higher than would
normally be expected at their respective ranges. This could possibly be
caused by such things as greater than 0 db gain in the transponder antenna
and other optimum performing components throughout the system, raising the
actual signal-to-noise ratio. As is generally recognized, side lobe lock-
up is a definite possibility, but may occur at ranges greater than the 30
natuical miles mentioned earlier.
7
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Additional discussion of shaft (S) and trunnion (T) data noted in the
"Comments" section of Table 3.1 will now be presented. The trunnion data
of flight 92-AA pass 1 was only out of specification at three points of a
total 120 points and may have been caused by transponder "drop-out". The
cause of transponder dropping out of phase lock will be covered in
Section 3.3 The shaft data of flight 88-E passes 1, 2, 4 9 5, and 6 were
out of specification at the end of the flight. This occurs when the air-
craft initiates a six "g" pull-up from the dive profile that ends in
18
straight and level flight. 	 For this case the shaft rate may have been
exceeded.	 In flight 82-H passes 2, 3, and 5 the Rendezvous Radar Antenna
went into mechanical limit of the shaft and experienced transponder "drop-
outs".	 The cause of the 30 MR glitch in shaft data of flight 81-N pass 2
had no apparent explanation in the flight notes.
	
The remainder of the
flight was within specification.
	 The 30 MR glitch may have been caused by
interference from the reflected signal which experienced diffraction from
a terrain irregularity.	 The shaft data of flight 78-X pass 5 experienced
a ten second disturbance in the center of the flight of +4 MR peak-to-peak.
No apparent cause for this disturbance was found in the flight notes, but
due to the small magnitude and short duration and occurrence in only one
out of eight passes it is not of major concern. The shaft and trunnion data
of pass 6 of flight 89-Y were considered as bad data and were not used in
judging the performance of the Rendezvous Radar. 	 Finally, the shaft data
of passes 1
	 and 6 of flight 93-Y are out of specification during the first
part of each flight.
	
The exact cause is not known but similar T profile
AWW
IL
flights experienced pronounced multipath at the beginning and end of their
passes.
3.3 RANGE RATE
The RR measures the two-way doppler shift of the signal received at
the RR compared with the signal transmitted by the RR. The maximum
theoretical error caused by losing or gaining a cycle in the 0.1 sec
doppler sampling time is +0.5 ft/sec which is less than the specified
1 ft/sec 3Q error.
Range rate is measured in the Cinetheodolite System by a o range/
A time computation. Typical Cinetheodolite 3Q range errors are less than
1.5 ft/sec. However, larger Cinetheodolite errors did occur in some
instances such as the 2.16 ft/sec 3v range rate error at 73230.399 seconds
into flight RR-95AA. Hence, the predicted accuracy of the system to be
measured often exceeds the accuracy of the standard of measure, and range
rate performance analysis under these conditions is speculative. However,
with this consideration in mind, an analysis was made of the range rate
data combining both the specified RR 36 error and Cinetheodolite  error.
1-1,
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The 3a range rate error of the AN/FPS-16 radar is greater than or
equal to that of the tinetheodolite. Hence, analysis of range rate data
compared with this standard was also performed under the conditions stated
in the previous paragraph.
Only when the range rate 3a error was obviously out of the combined
specification (4-5 ft/sec) was it noted as abnormal in Table 3-1. Of the
I
	
192 total passes of all flights 60 contained 3a range rate errors which were
out of specification or 31.2%. Of the 60 out of specification 15 were
caused by a 17.6 db drop in the transponder AGC and a corresponding drop
lock in the transponder tracking loop. GAEC/WSMR has stated that these
transponder failures were caused by a loose cap on the diode mixers in the
RF section of the transponder. Upon diagnosis and repair by RCA, normal
transponder operation occurred.
During flights RR-83H, passes 1, 3 0 5, and 7 and RR-84T passes 1, 3,
and 5 the fuselage of the aircraft shaded the transponder from the Rendez-
f
	 vous Radar causing low signal level and large 3a range rate error.
During passes 2, 3, and 5,
 of flight RR-82H, the RR antenna went into
the mechanical limits of rotation and the range rate data became bad at
that time.
In all the E-profile flights (RR-66E. RR-85E, and RR-88E) the range
rate data was particularly poor.. In this profile the T-33 jet aircraft is
making a shallow dive 2 n.mi, north of PEARL at a speed of 300 knots and
pulls up in a six "g" climb 0.5 n.mi. from PEARL. With this high velocity
(506 ft/sec) at short ranges any attitude variations in the aircraft could
produce significant changes in'the o range measurement for computing the
A range/a time Cinetheodolite range rate measurement. Also the attitude
of the aircraft itself is changing rapidly, especially during the banking
maneuver. Therefore, although the speed of the aircraft-might be reason-
ably constant, the velocity of the transponder might vary significantly,
causing the RR range rate measurement to differfrom that of the Cine-
theodolite. The comments in Table 3-1 regarding the remaining range rate
L
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data which exceeds specification state " cause unknown II
	 " aircraft banking II .
A positive reason for this abnormal operation has not been proved but a
possible answer is as follows. These anomalies occurred at the beginning
and end of a flight when the aircraft was probably banking. Hence, the
attitude of the aircraft was again changing rapidly and changes which the
doppler measuring system could detect might not be sensed by the Cine-
theodolite A range/A time measurement.
In general, the performance of the RR range rate measurement was very
good. Anomalies were generally caused by transponder drop-outs and perhaps
limitations in the Cinetheodolite range rate measurements.
The range rate bias error was consistently within the specified +1
ft/sec.
3.4 RANGE
Range is measured in the Rendezvous Radar by comparing the phase of
the transmitted and received ranging tones. The magnitude of the range is
digitized in the 18 bit Up-Down Range Counter. At ranges less than 50.6
n.mi. the 15 least significant bits in the Up-Down Range Counter are used
in the 15 bit parallel shift to the LGC via the Signal Data Processor. The
least significant bit in this case is 9.375 ft. If the range is greater
than 50.6 n.mi. the 15 most significant bits in the Up-Down Range Counter
are used with the least significant bit being 75 ft.
To simulate ranges similar to those to be encountered in a lunar
mission, devices were placed in the range tracking loop to simulate both
the attenuation and phase delay of longer ranges. The RF loss was simulated
by placing attenuation in the transponder RF line between the Transponder
Antenna Assembly and the Transponder Electronics Assembly. To simulate
phase, the Special Range Simulator (SRS) was placed in the Rendezvous
Radar between the Antenna Assembly and the Electronics Assembly. This SRS
delayed the ranging tones in time comparable to 80 or 200 nautical miles.
The flights which used this simulator are noted in the last column of 	 >' i
Table 3-1.
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The amplitude and phase range simulation devices were always matched
to give a consistent addition of range in both amplitude and phase.
The specified limits on range bias and 3a error are contained in
Table 2-1. On flights which contained the range simulators, the allowable
limits on range errors had to be extended accordingly. Flights in which
the actual range was less than 50.6 n.mi. but which contained either the
80 n.mi. or the 200 n.mi. range simulator had the bias specification on
range increased from ±80 ft to +500 ft. When used, the 80 n.mi. of range
simulation added 1216 ft to the existing 3a error at a particular range.
Similarly the 200 n.mi. of range simulation, when used, gave 3040 ft of
additional 3a error allowance.
With this added error margin only 29 of the 192 passes flown were
out of the 3a range specification. Of the 29 passes, 23 had range errors
due to 'loss of lock by the Transponder. This was caused by a loose cap
on the diode mixers in the RF section of the Transponder as exp '; lined in
Section 3.3.
Of the remai ni ng 6 passes , 4 were caused by the aircraft fuselage
shading the Transponder during passes 1, 3 5 5, and 7 of flight RR-83H.
The last two out of specification passes were passes 5 and 6 of
flight RR-86S. The data was out of the 3a error specification only during
the last  10 seconds of each pass.
The range bias error was within the specified values for all passes.
In flight RR-71T the range data was within specification but an
interesting phenomenon was noted. 	 The range error was varying in a saw-
tooth manner with an amplitude of 75 ft.	 This phenomenon was caused by
the digitizing of the range in the 18 bit Up-Down Counter. 	 With the 80
n.mi.	 of simulation, the least significant bit was 75 ft and hence the
error would increase until the 75 ft bit changed state and drove the error
back to the bias level.
With 20 total seconds of range data exceeding specifications due to
problems other than transponder anomalies, compared to the more than 20,000
seconds of range data in the 192 passes, the performance of the RR ranging
n
system, on the basis of these PEARL tests, is outstanding.
4.0 CONCLUSIONS
t
^I
The performance of the Rendezvous Radar, judged by the PEARL, Flight
Test Series, is very good.
Very few anomalies could possibly be assigned to the Rendezvous Radar.
Most of the data which exceeded specified error limits did so because of
multipath, transponder problems, or other phenomena external to the Rendez-
vous Radar.
Since the multipath phenomenon could very well increase shaft and
trunnion angular error beyond specified limi ts during the lunar mission,
as shown in Appendix C, an analysis should be made of the effect of this
phenomenon on the lunar surface.
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APPENDIX A
DERIVATION OF THE PERIOD OF SHAFT OSCILLATION DUE TO MULTIPATH
When electromagnetic waves are propagated above a reflecting surface,
and both the transmitter and receiver are above, yet relatively close, to
the reflecting surface, the wave incident upon the receiver is the composite
-^	 -.
E field consisting of the direct and reflected E fields added vectoral 1y.
For a linearly  polarized E field  transmitted above a perfectly reflecting
smooth but not necessarily flat surface, at grazing angles (e) below the
Brewster angle ( about 20 0 for the earth at X-band), the phase front of the
composite E field will be linear and will vary sinusoidally with time if
the relative velocity between the transmitter and receiver is constant and
non-zero and if the displacement of the transmitter and receiver above the
reflecting surface is constant and non-zero. The phase of the composite
signal will be a function of the path length difference between the direct
and reflected paths.
Consider Figure A-1. The period of oscillation will first be derived
for a flat reflecting surface and then modified to satisfy a spherical
reflecting surface.
A macroscopic view of both transmitter and receiver is shown. Because
of the great difference in transmitter height, h t
 (on the order of 10 4 feet) ,
and receiver height, hr (on the order of 10 1 feet), and because of the large
line-of-sight (LOS) separation between the transmitter and receiver, D (on
the order of 10 4 to 10 5 feet) ,• the recei ver
 
appears to be on the reflecting
surface. However if the receiver microscopic view is considered, the direct
and reflected rays can be seen.
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Fi gure A-1. Geometry for Calculating Period of Oscillation
Due to Mu1 ti Path
Consider the difference in the direct and reflected path lengths AP
AP = 
( 2^4hh r
) x sin	 (A-1)
where
AP	 difference in path length in feet
h r = height of receiver above the reflecting surface in feet
x = wavelength of signal in feet
e = grazing angle in radians
Divide (A-1) by At and take limit as At + 0
lim AP dP	 2^r	
cos a 
de	
A-2At -* 0 At dt	 dt	 ( )
limit AP = 0
In the t + 0 At dt hence,
2h
AP	 r 
X cos a Qe	 (A-3)	 ,.Q	 At
Now consider the transmitter microscopic view
Ae =	 A
D - AA cos e
c:	
But
&I = AA sin c
and hence (A-4) becomes
C"
As	 AA-- S— Din--- (A-5)
Substituting (A-s) into (A-3),
2h 
v,\
 x
`AAUP 
_ (cos c)si n 	
At
AA (A-6)
Since a is small cos a	 +	 1. Macroscopically it can be seen that
cin e	 =	 ht/U. of is the velocity of the transmitter (v) since it was
stipulated that the transmitter is to be at constant height and velocity.
Hence (A-6) becomes
A--P_	 2hr
h t
At
Dz
and solving for AP,
(^22 hnrh
AP 
	
D2
t 
v At	 (A-7)
To find the period let the path length difference AP equal A and solve
for -At, the period of oscillation:
At = L2h r)D(A-8)
X 	 h t v
c
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(2h
a r	 D fsin a +sin Ae cl .
h
Since sin e =	 and dividing by D
AP	
2h
tt - 
	
r a z (h t + oe c D)
D
let AP = a and solve for At
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The above solution is for the flat reflector case. Curvature of the
reflecting surface will affect the angle Ae and the correction angle due
to curvature is Ae c, Aec is not simply the angle between the tangent
planes of the transmitter and receiver since there is another affect.
Since the velocity of the aircraft is tangent to the reflecting surface at
the transmitter, the transmitter will appear to rise to an rbserver at the
receiver for a closing velocity. This effect tends to decrease Ae c and
the changing angle between the planes tends to increase Ae c . The latter
is the dominant factor and a value of one half the angle between the
tangent planes accounts for both factors. This angle is shown in Figure
A-2.
The correction term Ae c must be added to (A-6) giving
AP _ 2h r	cos a sine + Ae
c ) v
At	 x 
a	
D
(A-y)
C
sine + Ae c ) = sin a cos Ae c + cos a sin AE: c
cos Ae c - cos e = 1 .
Therefore
sin(e + AE: c ) = sin e + sin Aec
Hence (A-9) becomes
tf:
XM TR
B
RC
5 ,'
Figure A-2. Effect of Reflecting Surface Cuvature on
Multipath Geometry
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At - 2hr Dl
X I (h t + oe c D) v
(A-11)
r
where
At = period of oscillation in seconds
D = LOS separation between transmitter and receiver in feet
hr height of the receiver above the reflecting surface in feet
h t = height of the transmitter above the reflecting surface in feet
a = wavelength of the transmitted signal in feet
v = tangential velocity of the transmitter in feet per second
oe c
 = Correction in the angle between the line connecting transmitter
and receiver, and the tangent plane to the reflecting surface at
the transmitter, due to curvature of the reflecting surface, in
radians. Approximately equals half the angle 'ormed between the
tangent planes at transmitter and receiver
(A-11) O .- cri bes the period of shaft oscillation due to mul t path in terms
of parame ^L rl s either readily available or easi ly calculated.
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APPENDIX B
DERIVATION OF THE AMPLITUDE OF SHAFT OSCILLATION DUE TO MULTIPATH
The amplitude of oscillation due to multi path can be determined by
solving the following transcendental equation:
sin [c sin (e + 1.65 0 )	 sin[c sin(o - 1.650)1_
sin (E) + 1.65 0 )	 sin (E) - 1.65 0)
+ sin [c sin (a + 2a + 1.651 _sin [c sin (E) + 2a 	1.650 )	 p , eta = 0
sin (e + 2a + .650—	sin(e + 2a - 1.6
where
C = . 88 Tr
B.W.
o = maximum amplitude (boresight error) in degrees
a = elevation angle in degrees
p = ground reflection coefficient
6 = phase difference between direct and reflected signals
The solution of this equation was performed and yielded the two solid
curves in Figure B-1: The phase term e ns was set to +1(8 = O,Tr) which
represents the two extreme cases where the direct and reflected signals
add in phase or out of phase. 	 The multipath geometry was presented in
Appendix A and is also indicated in Figure B-1. The first two terms of
the above equation represent the difference pattern for the direct signal
entering an amplitude monopulse antenna system. The third term represents
the difference pattern for the reflected signal entering the same amplitude
monopulse antenna system. The condition for stable lock along the bore
s i ght axis of an amplitude monopulse antenna system is that the sum of
these two difference patterns be equal to zero or the error signal in
servo loop be driven to zero. Wi tit the phase term having been set to +1
and p being specified, the envelope of the maximum boresight error can be
determined from the transcendental equation.
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The ground reflection coefficient p was set equal to .6 since the
relative dielectric constant at the White Sands Missile Range was estimated
to be approximately 3 and the conductivity was considered negligible at the
operating frequency of the Rendezvous Radar [6].
An approximate expression can be used to estimate the amount of bore-
sight error due to"multipath and is represented by the dashed lines in
Figure B-1 [5,7]. This expression can normally be used when the elevation
angle is equal to or greater than the Rendezvous Radar beanmidth and for a
portion less than the beamwidth. For elevation angles less than about
2.75° the maximum boresight error should be determined from the solid
curves which are the exact solution for multipath boresight errors of a
narrow beam amplitude monopulse antenna system.
c
APPENDIX C
APPLICATION OF MULTIPATH PHENOMENON TO LUNAR MISSION
During the ascent phase of the lunar mission with the CSM in a 60 n.mi.
orbit and the LM in a 10 n.mi. orbit large line-of-sight ('") separations
will occur. LOS separations of 350 n.mi. to 500 n.mi. will occur in the
;oast phase of the lunar rendezvous. The shorter range occurs for a
nominal lift-off time and the long range for a late lift-off. It is of
interest to determine if the multipath phenomenon will be an important
effect at these ranges.
Figure C-1 shows that multipath could indeed shift the boresight error
beyond the existing 4 milliradian, 3a specification for angular accuracy at
these ranges. At the end of the launch window with a grazing angle (^) of
0.795 degrees, a maximum boresight error of 17.8 milliradians could be
incurred.
A more detailed analysis of the effect of multipath on the lunar
rendezvous mission is necessary to further refine the above values.
x
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Max Boresight
LOS Separation Grazing Angle Error
z0 r y, 9
(n.	 mi.) (n.	 mi.) (Deg) (MRAD)
350 322 6.85 2.8
450 430 2.17 15.2
475 0,795
Figure C-1. Lunar Mission Multipath Geometry and
Resulting Boresight Error
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APPENDIX D
SIGNAL-TO-NOISE VERSUS RANGE FOR RR/T
For reference, curves of received signal-to-noise (S/N) in a 1 KHz
bandwidth as a function of range are included in Figures D-1 and D-2.
The (S/N) plotted is at the receiver output and is calculated for the
two way transmission by the equation
( S/N)	 Pt GRR 
GT a2	
l(KT) (B) (la F`) (E losses)	 (4^rR)z
Maximum, nominal, and minimum
were taken from the RCA RR/T Power
a function of range fol the best,
Figure D-1 plots (S/N) versus
8 n.mi.
Figure D-2 plots (S/N) versus
400 n.mi.
values for all parameters but range
Budget. The (S/N) was then plotted as
Borst, and nominal cases.
range for ranges between 0 n.mi, and
range for ranges between 0 n.mi, and
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